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The best geographic source of biocontrol agents is often assumed to be the region with the best climate 
match to the introduced range. However, in practice, it is often more convenient to collect from another 
location. As an experimental test of the importance of climate matching, we compared the performance 
of four North American sources of the planthopper, Prokelisia marginata, simultaneously introduced 
into each of five replicate sites in Willapa Bay, WA, as biological control agents for Spartina alterniflora.  
The sources were California, Georgia, Virginia and Rhode Island. The populations were monitored 
for 3 years. All four source populations established at most of the sites, but they exhibited significant 
differences in both reproduction during the summer and survival over winter. These differences were 
largely consistent with predictions from climate matching. The four populations also differed in spring 
emergence timing, adult wing morphology and age structure. Results of this study suggest that (1) the 
geographic source of biocontrol agents can affect performance and should be carefully chosen and (2) 
the use of multiple geographic sources of a biocontrol agent may improve overall performance in cases 
where biocontrol is applied in large target region spanning a range of climates.
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With increasingly volatile and extreme weather patterns under global climate change, predicting how 
species and ecosystems will respond to these patterns is emerging as an important and rich area of 
ecological research. Climate mediates plant–insect interactions and consequently has the potential for 
positive or negative effects on biological control systems and the spread of invasive weeds. Obser-
vational evidence suggests that a recent dramatic reduction in the density of an invasive knapweed, 
Centaurea diffusa, in sites in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia, Canada, is attributed to the 
biological agent Larinus minutus, a seed head weevil. This dramatic decline took place the same year 
in which the area experienced a severe late spring and summer drought. We have examined the effect 
of increased precipitation on the strength of the Larinus–Centaurea interaction. We conducted field 
experiments using constructed rain shelters and weekly watering treatments to assess the effectiveness 
of plant attack and seed destruction by Larinus minutus under moist and dry conditions. The results of 
these experiments suggest that insect attack is greater under dry conditions.


